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This invention relates to airplane launching de 
vice and carrier; and it comprises a device for 
launching airplanes by means of a runway having 
a length which is a fraction of that normally re 
quired, said runway being at least, partly -en 
closed by a wind tunnel supplied with means for propelling air at a high velocity through said 
tunnel during the take-off of an airplane, where 
by the plane is propelled at a rapidly increasing 
rate through the tunnel and to the end of the runway, said runway advantageously sloping up 
wardly at least at its take-off end. The inven 
tion also includes an air-craft carrier equipped 
with the described launching device, said carrier 
comprising an upper landing deck and a wind 
tunnel provided with a blower beneath said deck, 
the floor of said wind tunnel forming a take-off 
runway, the exit to said wind tunnel being: at 
the forward end of the carrier, the runway at 
this end being advantageously extended for some 
distance beyond the landing deck and sloping 
upwardly to a point which may lie substantially 
at the level of the landing deck; said wind tunnel 
being equipped with elevators or the like serving 
to place airplanes in position for take-off at a . 
point in front of said blower; all as more fully 
hereinafter set forth and as claimed. . . . 
The modern airplane requires a runway of a 

length which depends upon the weight of the 
plane and partly upon its speed. In the case of 
heavy transport planes and bombers, for ex 
ample, runways of well over 100 yards are com 
monly required. This greatly limits the useful 
ness of this type of plane since runways of this 
length are costly to build. Moreover such run 
ways are easy to spot from the air and difficult 
to camouflage, which makes them a military lia 
bility. In addition, the necessity for long run 
ways for heavy planes prevents such planes from 
being used on air-craft carriers. For this reason 
the planes used on carriers cannot usually cope 
With land based planes. , ; . , . . 
Many attempts have been made to devise 

launching devices for planes which would dis 
pense with the usual runway. These have in 
cluded various types of rotating towers and cat 
apults but, while some success has been had with 
the latter, it has been found impossible to use 
these devices with heavy planes. A disadvantage 
of these launching devices is that the planes used 
must be specially adapted to the launching de 
vice. . 
The present invention is believed to furnish a solution for this probl?m, by the use óf a wind tunnel for launching purposes. "The wind pro 

duced in the wind-tunnel acts like a “tail Wind,' 
tending to propel the airplane at a rate which 
is equal to the wind Velocity plus the normal ve 
locity of the plane. Moreover when the plane 

5 propellers are “gunned', just prior to the take 
off, the air becomes compressed in the tunnel 
back of the plane, due to the action of the pro 
pellers, and this compressed air assists in the take 

, off, - this i effect being added to the effect i pro 
10 duced by the tunnel blowers. A considerable ad 

Wantage is gained even by starting the plane in 
a tunnels with a closed end without the use of 
blowers, since the air compressed behind the 
plane blows out-of-the tunnel with the plane, thus 

l5 serving as a tail wind. Moreover, the surface 
offered to a tail wind, when a plane is on the 
runway, is greater than When flying; hence a 
shorter time is required for the plane to acquire 
wind velocity. 

20 In order to reduce the required length of run 
way by one-half, it is necessary to produce a, 
Wind Welocity in the tunnel which is approxi 
mately equal to the take off speed of the plane. 
But Owing to the advantage gained by the com 

25 pression produced by the plane propellers, the 
increased speed produced by the use of a tunnel 
is usually somewhat greater, than the wind ve 
locity in the tunnel. If the tunnel is capable of 
producing-a wind velocity which is higher than 

80'the take off speed of the plane the length of the 
runway can be still further shortened. 

...I have found that it is possible to combine the 
usual wind tunnel with an air compression cham 
ber in such manner that the power required to 

35 Supply air to "the Wind tunnel may be greatly 
reduced. If a large compression chamber is pro 
vided back of the plane position, separated from 
the Wind tunnel by means of doors and if the 
pressure in this chamber is built up to a suffi 

40 ?cient degree, which can be accomplished over a 
period of time even by means of a small blower 
unit-operating - in a 'correspondingly small air 
duct, the doors can be opened at the moment of 
take off and the resultant rush of air from the 

45 chamber will propel the plane as effectively as 
in the case of a much larger blower operating 
Without the use of a compression chamber. Of 
course, when a small blower is used, the time re 
quired to build up the: required pressure in the 

-50 compression chamber may be unduly prolonged. 
But if planes do not need to be launched in rapid 
Succession, this is of no particular disadvantage. 
If it is necessary to launch planes with great ra 
pidity, as would usually be the case with air-craft 

55 carriers, for example, a large blower or several 
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if remodeling should be required on account of 
a new plane design. - 

It is possible, of course, to supply air pressure to 
the compression chamber by means of a plurality 
of fans operating in parallel and mounted in 
separate air ducts. Or if a single air duct is used 
several fans operating in series can be placed in 
this duct as shown in Fig. 4. In any case the 
fans employed are advantageously. powerful 
enough to produce an air velocity through the 
wind tunnel, with the doors open, which at least 
approximates the takeoff speed of the plane. 

5 

10 

In the modification of Fig. : 4, the air com- , 
pression chamber is eliminated and two fans op 
erating in series are mounted in an extension of 
the wind tunnel which is of circular cross Section. 
In this modification the doors 8 may be left open 
during launching operations. Two or more ele 
vators are employed to place the planes in take 
off position and this enables a large number of 
planes to take off in a minimum of time. The 
elevators are, of course, operated alternately. . 
The wheels of the planes in this modification are 
advantageously locked to the floors of the ele 
wators up to the moment of take off in order to 
prevent them from being blown over as they are 
raised into position. In this modification the 
wind tunnel starts below decks and slopes up 
wardly. Its upward slope may be such that the 
run way reaches the level of the landing deck at 
approximately the bow of the ship or the run 
way may be extended for a slight distance for 
ward as shown in the drawing. The fans 3 in this 
modification are somewhat more powerful than 
those required in the modification shown in FigS. 
1 and 2, since the initial impulse given to the 
plane by the stored compressed air is not pro 
duced. 
The present invention appears to offer a Solu 

tion for the problem of using large bombers on 
aircraft carriers, since the length of runway 
required for take off can be reduced by at least 
one-half. The entire surface of the upper deck 
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is available for landing and anti-air or other de 
fenses. This is an important advantage since sep 
arate crews can be trained for landing and taking 
off operations. There is no interference between 
these operations, since the planes making landings 
come in from the rear while those taking off go 
out from the front of the carrier. Of course sig 
nals can be arranged, visible on the upper deck, 
which indicate that a plane is about to take off. 
While I have described What I consider to be 

the best modifications of this invention, it is evi 
dent, of course, that many modifications can be 
made in the specific structures described with 
out departing from the purview of this invention. 
Thus, it is possible to include two or more take 
off wind tunnels in the same carrier if desired. 
The take off deck extending in front of the car 
rier can be omitted and, in the case of a long 
carrier, the exit of the tunnel can be made flush 
with the landing deck at a point just in front 
of the bow of the ship. In this case the wind 
tunnel as a whole can be sloped upwardly at a 
constant slope, as in Fig. 4, or With the slope in 
creasing as the deck is reached. If desired the 
landing deck can be sloped upwardly above the 
exit of the tunnel. The run way can be curved 
upwardly if desired, for example in the shape 
of a parabola. The blowers supplying air to the 
wind tunnel may be driven by any suitable means. 
A powerful gasoline motor is advantageous when 
electricity is not available. To obtain the high 
est wind velocities the blowers should be larger 
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3. 
than the tunnel, the ducts in which they are in 
stalled tapering down to fit the tunnel, as shown 
in Fig. 4. In special cases it is even possible to 
launch airplanes Without the...lise of a blower. 
This can be accomplished by the use of large 
tanks of compressed air which can be used to 
Supply pressure to the compression chamber just 
before the doors are opened for the take off. It is 
also possible to compress the air in the com 
pression chamber by means of any large capacity 
pump. At the start of the take off the rear flaps 
of the plane can be lowered in order to expose the 
maximum surface to the tail wind, these flaps 
being straightened as the plane leaves the tun 
nel. Other i modifications of this invention, 
which fall within the scope of the following. 
claims, will be immediately evident to those skilled 
in the art. - - - - ? ?. 

What I claim is: 
1. In combination, an air-craft carrier, sup 

plied with airplanes and having an upper land 
ing deck, and a Wind tunnel sufficiently large in 
CrOSS Section to permit passage of an airplane 
therethrough, said Wind tunnel being at least 
partly below said landing deck and being pro 
Wided with a take off runway forming the bot 
tom of the tunnel, and means associated with the 
wind tunnel for supplying a tail wind to said air 
planes during take off. 

2. The combination of claim 1 in which the 
Wind tunnel slopes upwardly from its starting end 
to a point substantially at the height of the land 
ing deck. 

3. An air-craft carrier supplied with airplanes 
in combination with a take off runway starting 
below decks, a Wind tunnel enclosing at least the 
starting end of Said run Way, means for Supply 
ing air to said tunnel at the starting end of said 
runway at a Velocity at least approximating the 
take off speed of Said airplanes and means for 
introducing airplanes into said wind tunnel at a 
point in advance of said air Supply means. 

4. An airplane launching device which com 
prises in combination a take-off runway, a wind 
tunnel having a forward take-off and a rear 
starting end, enclosing at least the starting end 
of said runway and sufficiently large in cross sec 
tion to permit passage of an airplane there 
through and means positioned at the starting end 
of said tunnel for supplying air under pressure 
in the rear of airplanes during the take-off of 
airplanes, said Wind tunnel and runway being 
sufficiently long to enable said airplanes to ac 
quire take-off speed before reaching the end of 
Said run Way. 

5. The launching device of claim 4 wherein said 
air supplying means includes an air compression 
chamber having a cross section larger than that 
of said wind tunnel. ? 

6. The launching device of claim 4 wherein said 
air supplying means includes a blower mounted 
in an air duct communicating with a compres 
sion chamber having a cross Section larger than 
that of said Wind tunnel. 

7. An air-craft carrier supplied With airplanes 
comprising an upper landing deck, a take off, 
runway beneath said landing deck, said take off 
runway extending forward to some distance be 
yond the bow of said ship and sloping upwardly 
at least at its forward end, a wind tunnel en 
closing at least that portion of the runway 
which is beneath said landing deck, means for 
supplying air under pressure to the rear end 
of said wind tunnel and means for introducing 



4. 
airplanes in Said wind tunnel at a point in front 
of Said air Supplying means. 

8. In combination, a wind tunnel having a 
cross Section sufficiently large to permit passage 
of an airplane therethrough, an airplane take off 
runway forming the bottom of said wind tunnel, 
an air compression chamber and means for re 
leasing the compressed air into said tunnel in the 
rear of an airplane at the moment of take off. 

9. In combination, an airplane take-off runway 
and a Wind tunnel having a forward take-off end 
and a rear starting end and being sufficiently 
large in cross Section to permit passage of an 
airplane therethrough, the runway forming the 
bottom of the wind tunnel, and means positioned 
at the starting end of said tunnel for supplying 
a tail wind at high Velocity to an airplane dur 
ing the take off of said airplane from said tunnel. 
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10. The combination of claim 1 in which said 

wind tunnel is substantially horizontal but is com 
bined with a take off deck at its forward end 
which slopes upwardly. 

11. An air-craft carrier supplied with airplanes 
in combination with a take off runway starting 
below decks, a wind' tunnel sufficiently large in 
cross section to permit passage of an airplane 
therethrough enclosing at least the starting end 
of said runway, an air compression chambel 
forming a continuation of said wind tunnel, 
means for supplying air under pressure to Said 
compression chamber, means for releasing said 
air under compression into the starting end of 
said wind tunnel and means for operating said 
releasing means at the moment of take-off. 
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